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The American Holt Process
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FAST TRACK

EVALUATION

ANALYSIS

DESIGN

Send Us Your Part

Preliminary Quote

Material Laboratory

Computer Aided Design

Whether you send us an
actual sample, or use our Fast
Track Quote Request, we will
respond to your request
promptly. We then track your
part through the process.

Once we receive your part, our
engineers will evaluate it to
determine how we can provide
value, and we will issue a
preliminary quote.

We use a combination
of technologies including
X-Ray Flouroscopy, Fourier
Transmission Infrared,
and Optical Emissions
Spectrometer to pinpoint
the exact materials used
by the OEM. With so many
variations of materials, this
step is critical.

Our engineers render parts
in SolidWorks using our
proprietary two-step process.
In addition to understanding
how parts function in a
machine, we have developed
strict protocols used in
specifying fit, finish, and
tolerance.
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TESTING

QUALITY

INSPECTION

INVENTORY

Specialized Testing

Quality Control

Incoming Inspection

Inventory

We use several types of hardness testers to test metals
and plastics. Surface roughness testers provide details for
critical surfaces. Force gauges
measure spring tension.
Specialized gauges help test
splines, keyways, and gears
and holes.

During the second part of
our quality control process,
we independently confirm
every dimension on the
manufacturing drawing to
the Original Equipment
Manufacturer’s part.

Once parts have been manufactured, they go through the
same rigorous inspection and
testing process that was
followed in quality control.

We maintain an inventory
of over 2,000 parts so you
don’t have to. We ship over
99% of all catalog parts from
stock. Let us keep you up
and running.

Proven Capabilities
American Holt provides high quality parts fast at a fair price. This is why four out of five of the world’s largest
food and beverage companies turn to American Holt for our MRO parts expertise. We will analyze your OEM
parts purchases to develop an understanding of your consumption. Then we will perform a detailed analysis
of your parts usage, identifying which parts are operation critical, difficult to obtain, have long lead times, or
are just too expensive. Let us develop a program that is specifically designed for your company’s needs.

Partial List of OEM’s we make aftermarket parts for:
Alcoa
Allen
Angelus
Benhil
Bete
Bosch
Continental
Crathern
Cryovac
Delavan
Douglas

Evergreen
F. L. Smithe
Fleetwood
Fogg
H&K
Halm
Hayssen
Ilapak
Ishida
Jarvis
KHS

Kliklok
Krones
Markem
Matrix
Norwood
Omori
Pacmac
Procomac
Reiser
Rovema
Sidel

Solbern
Soudronic
TNA
Triangle
Urshel
Vemag
Videojet
W+D
Winpak
Woodman
Yamato

NOTICE: All parts offered by American Holt are manufactured by or for American Holt and not
by or for the original equipment manufacturer. American Holt is an independent supplier of
quality replacement parts having no affiliation with any original equipment manufacturer.

